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over the course of a single playthrough, players will accumulate coins that
can be spent to upgrade their strike gear. the total amount of coins players
are able to accumulate will depend on how long they play and how many
times they defeat bosses. once the strike gear has been fully upgraded,

players will be able to equip it with any of the available gear. a strike gear
can only be equipped with a single type of gear. additionally, each strike

gear will have a color palette of three colors. when a strike gear is
equipped, it will display its color palette. players must have a strike gear
equipped in order to attack in stages. even if they have the strike gear
equipped, they will not be able to attack in stages if they are not in the
center of the screen. players will not be able to be in the center of the

screen at any point in time during a stage. takuya aizu: one of the biggest
things you wouldnt know just from the original trailer is that theres a main

story for the game. also, each of the four characters, empress, warrior,
shinobi, and the witch, have their own individual stories. when playing

online, players will be able to progress their respective characters story by
playing the same map and advance that characters story at the players

own pace. there comes a point in the story where the stories intertwine and
you find a common enemy to fight later on in the game. the world was once
a place full of beauty and magic, but now that beauty is dying and the only
person that can save it is you. build a team of great warriors as you travel
across the land gaining power and might. evil creatures and dark enemies
lurk and wait to pounce on your team, so be prepared for anything. as you

fend off attacks and beat others in exciting pvp matches, your skills will
increase and you will become even more powerful. keep playing and watch

for regular updates to bring even more exciting content and limited time
events to your world.
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You see her in Warriors Orochi 3 giving a sex-filled dialogue sequence to
her husband, Lu Bu. After he is taken out, her rescue party arrive and her
gave a speech about the two joining them on their adventure. The two of

them quickly find themselves engaged in a battle in the ruins of the
Imperial City. The fight is short, but Diaochan is shown to be fairly powerful,
but unable to fend for herself as long as her husband. Diaochan is killed by

a stray arrow that pierces her chest. She apologizes for the death of her
lord and husband, thanking her rescuers for saving her life. Diaochan

appears in the scene of the finale of Warriors Orochi 3 where she is the only
playable character to visit with both of her lovers, Lu Bu and Niu Huang.
When Lu Bu is grievously injured, she requests that Niu Huang cure him

with the Great Sword. Since Niu Huang cannot harm his beloved, he refuses
and the sword remains with Diaochan instead. She leaves with Lu Bu and
Niu Huang before Lu Bu dies. In the Chinese version, her name is changed
to "Diaochan" (弟姐). However, in the other languages she is still referred to

as the "Empress", as the old name is used for in-game dialogue. Diaochan's
name in the original Chinese version is a pun on the word "Diao" (弟 or 弟)

which means "cousin" in Chinese, and also, "Diaochan" is often pronounced
like the English word "daddy", but the original Chinese version is not a pun

on the word "daddy". There was originally no character design image
associated with the name Diaochan in the Chinese version of the game.

However, since she is female, the Chinese players were able to speculate
what her character appearance is based on the English version. It was not
until the international version of the game that her character design was
revealed in the Chinese version as well. However, the original Japanese

version did not include the name "Diaochan" in the English version, yet the
character designs were also based on the English version, so her character
design was not the source of speculation. In the English version, the name

of Diaochan is still "Diaochan" although it is pronounced "daddy."
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